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1. Introduce yourself.

(First, say your name and that you work for McGee Pro 
in which you need to sound confident and energetic.)

The prospect goes, "What? Who??"
Right from the start, the call is going poorly.

You don't need to yell your greeting 
but what you need to do is articulate.

After you say, 
"This is [your name] from Mcgee Pro,

(Pause, take a deep breath
 and say nothing for eight whole seconds.)

while you're pausing
 your prospect is searching their brain

 for who you could be. 
It sounds like you know them

 (Are you a client? A former coworker? A current one?)



2. Establish rapport.

The call is already deviating from the standard cold call.

(Then you hit them with a question 
to establish some rapport.

Your goal is to get them talking
 and prove you're familiar with them

 and their company.)

Here are some sample questions:

"So, [prospect name],
 I see you went to [university]. 

How did you like it?"

"Wow, you've been at [company] for [X years],
 How did you get started there?"

"Congrats on your recent promotion,
How is the new role?"

A good question is topical and makes someone smile. 
If they seem receptive to chatting,
 ask them a follow-up question.



For instance:

if they say,
"I loved going to Cal Poly,

the English department was fantastic,"

you can respond,
"That's great,

should I recommend it to my niece
who wants to be a writer?"

Eventually, they'll say,
"Alright, why are you calling?"

Laugh. Seriously.
They'll laugh because you're clearly having fun.

Answer,
"Sometimes I forget."

Laugh again.



3. Use a positioning statement

A positioning statement shows your prospect 
you work with similar companies 
and understand their challenges.
 You're not talking about yourself,

 which is what most cold callers do.

Here's a hypothetical positioning statement:

 "I work with brokers in real estate 
with five to eight agents on their team. 

My customers are typically looking to increase
productivity. 

Does that sound like you?"

Since you've pre-qualified them, 
they'll always say "yes."

Simply say, 
"Tell me more about that."

It's all about them, baby! 
Now they'll explain their pain points and objectives.
It's valuable information to start building your pitch.



Cold Calling Script Variation

(Reach out to sales leaders for help getting meetings
 with CEOs or prospects at Fortune 500 companies look 
for The website URL, the LinkedIn profile of the person, 

the company your planning on speaking with
 and their hubspot crm record.)

This allows you to quickly familiarize  yourself
with the person and company your about to call. 
Once the phone rings and the prospect answers,

Use this greeting
"This is [your name] from McGee Pro", 

pause.

If you're calling a C-level executive or even a mid-level
employee at a large organization,

 it's likely you had to get past an assistant or front desk,
 which is where your senior title helped.

Gatekeepers are more likely to pass along 
"Director of sales at their company" 
than "[Name], sales rep at HubSpot."

They'll know who you are
 but they'll still be curious why you called.



(Keep them in suspense a bit longer.
spend a few minutes asking about them.) 

Here are a few more questions to turn to:

 "Are you a cat or a dog person?"
 "What's your favorite breakfast?"

 "What's the hottest restaurant in [Prospect's city]?"

When the conversation turns to why you called, 
say,

 "I called to help."
 This line usually stops the prospect in their tracks.

"Then say I work with brokers in property managers
 with five to eight agents/employeeson their team.

 My customers are typically looking
 to increase rep productivity. 

Does that sound like you?"

The pre-qualified prospect will answer "Yes,"
 and that's when your active listening turns on

 and you say,
 "Tell me more about that." 



Once they've finished explaining their pain points,
(repeat what you've heard back to them.)

"So, what I'm hearing is …" 
(and offer to set up a discovery call.)

Usually, the prospect agrees 
and throws out a time weeks or months

 in the future. 

Reply with, 
"How about tomorrow?" 

Most of the time, prospects respond with, 
"Sure, what time?" 

I'll check the junior rep's calendar 
and get something scheduled.

Everyone wants to have a better day 
by making your prospects smile or laugh,

 giving them a chance to talk about their problems,
and showing them you might have a solution,

 you'll improve their days. 
That means stronger relationships

 and ultimately, more sales.



McGee Pro Cold Calling Script

You: "Hello can I speak to:
(pause) 8 seconds...

You: "Good day this is _______of McGee Pro."

Potential client: "Yes, this is he/she speaking."

(Ask a question that you've learned from your research.
This will get them to talking their pain points, 

when they are done talking, 
they will asked why you called)

Potential client: "What was the reason for your call again?"

You: (laugh) "I apologize I almost forgot the main reason 
I called you. (Laugh)

 but the reason why I called you today
 was because I want to help!"

Potential client: "How can you help our business/me?"

You: "I work with real estate professionals 
with five to eight agents on their team. 

My customers are typically looking to increase
productivity. 

Does that sound like you?"

Potential client: "Yes"



You: "Tell me more about that?"

It's all about them,
 now they'll explain their pain points and objectives,
a valuable information to start building your pitch.

(After they are done,
repeat what you heard back to them.)

You: "So what I heard was...."

(Then ask if they can receive text
 to the phone they are speaking with you on. 

If they respond yes, 
send over McGee Pro sales booklet. 

If the answer is no then ask for a email address.)

You: "I’m sending over some information
 about our company, 

so you can read as I explain the ways I can help
your business grow 

more profitable and productive.
 Is now a good time or should we schedule a time 

for tomorrow to discuss things?"



(If they say they have time now, start pitching)

You: "At Mcgee Pro
 Your One-Stop Office Staffing/Real Estate Servicing,

 based in Michigan and Florida. 
We offer our clients such as yourself a variety of

services from Virtual Assistance, Property
Preservation repairs, Home and Office Furnishing,

Smart Home Products
 and many other real estate services."

"We will take over your prospecting 
and expand your lead generation,

 To allow you to focus on selling
 and generating more commissions."

"We handle everything from landscaping,
 lawn-changing, cleanouts to remodeling."

"We can help you find sellers and buyers".
"We can handle repairs for your properties".

"We can help furnish and repair your properties
and we can maintain and manage your property."

"We can also help to sell these properties."
"We are available 24 Hours in 7 weeks."



"We will generate leads or send contractors
 for any repairs within an hour."

"We cover all areas all over the world."

Potential client: "Wow thank you,
 let me decide/ talk to my partners and let you

know."

You: "How about I call you in a few days around
the same time so we can talk more?"

Potential client: "Ok perfect".

You: "Thank you for your time today, 
we are looking forward to becoming partners
with you.. This is ______from McGee Pro, have a

great day."

Home Furnitures:
Living room set, Dining rom set, Kitchen room set

and Bedroom set

Smart Home Products:
Television, Stove, Light bulb, Refrigator and Security

Alarms And etc.



McGee  Pro's Purpose
Our Purpose here at McGee Pro 

is to help end world poverty,
 by helping other businesses grow profitable

 and by connecting people to job opportunities 
to help build up their communities, 

by providing five-star service to our clients.

Mission and Vision
McGee Pro will ensure that every business 

and property that is kept within our care grows 
and are properly preserved 

and managed because we are in business 
to deliver excellent services for our clients.

We have been able to acquire all the relevant training
and certifications in the field of real estate servicing 

and home products to enable us 
to perform excellently well in this industry.



What is a McGee Pro B2B 
sales representative?

A McGee Pro B2B sales representative
 is a professional who uses strategic sequences 

and specialized selling methods to engage corporate buyers.
Because corporate buyers, these buyers are often 
well-informed and comparing several competing 

products at once.

McGee Pro B2B sales representatives are responsible 
for making and answering sales calls, managing sales emails,
setting meetings, conducting product demos/presentations,

building rapport, handling objections, identifying pain
points, and solving problems.

In cases where clients do not have account executives, 
McGee Pro B2B sales reps own virtually the entire sales cycle.

Engaging customers throughout the buyer journey: 
from prospecting and lead nurturing to closing deals.

Following a playbook based on McGee Pro’s sales process,
B2B sales reps use a wide range of sales skills, techniques 

and tools to gain the trust of potential B2B buyers 
and recommend solutions that are relevant to these 

buyers’ pain points and aspirations. 



Our B2B sales reps use sales calling, email, 
video conferencing, and social media messaging 

to encourage prospects to discover the value 
of our solutions.

What does a typical day for a B2B sales rep look like?

McGee Pro’s B2B sales teams align their daily workflows,
tasks, and activities with a pre-designed sales process 

and an organized stream of potential customers 
called "a sales pipeline". 

This includes engaging leads in the pipeline over one 
or more channels (web, mobile, social media, email, etc). 

In any given day, sales reps will be researching prospects,
making sales calls, requesting clients for meetings 

and sending follow-up emails.

Why are B2B sales reps important?

While not all sales reps are quota-carrying sellers, 
every sales rep is a customer-facing professional who

directly contributes to relationship-building, 
portfolio growth, and revenue generation.

The primary duty of sales reps is to keep 
their pipelines full and flowing. 

The pipeline reflects the health, profitability, 
and future growth of McGee Pro.



WE WANT SALESPEOPLE WHO CAN QUALIFY

Qualifying a sales lead really comes down to three questions:

* Do they have the authority to buy?
* Do they have the budget to buy?

* When do they plan on buying?

The leads we want your salespeople to avoid are called
"NINAs."

These are the leads that have No Influence Nor Authority. 

These leads will waste our time and money! 

Let marketing nurture them.



1) Research – Every lead that comes in or that you generate
needs to be researched. Things like company size, how many
of your website pages they have visited, etc. Even if a lead
calls you out of the blue, start researching them while they
are on the phone. And while reaching prospects has never
been more difficult, the ability to research them has never
been easier. The research phase will help with the five steps
that follow.

2) Ask – The more information you get, the more you can
help, add value, differentiate yourself from your competition
and close sales. Questions are the most important sales tool. 

Ask open ended questions that begin with words like:

"What, How, Why, Where, When and Who".

Try to avoid "yes or no questions".

One of the biggest mistakes a salesperson makes is to
assume something about the buyer. Asking questions
minimizes the perils of assuming.

3) Listen – Once you ask, listen! Don’t think about what your
next question will be. Instead, repeat back what they buyer
has said. This will make the buyer feel understood and will
force you to focus on what the buyer is really saying. Strive to
do only 30% of the talking. This may feel awkward at first, but
you’ll be amazed at how well it works.



Goals: Try to get quantitative goals. What do they need to achieve?

Plans: What are their strategies and tactics to achieve those goals?

Challenges: What is standing in their way?

Timing: When are they supposed to achieve their goals?

Budget: Do they have a means of funding a solution to their
problem?

Authority: Determine what person has influence within the company
to authorize the purchasing decision.

4) Teach – Teaching is the new pitching. In the course of actively
listening to the buyer, look for teaching opportunities that can help
educate them. Teaching helps the buyer discover what they want
might not be what they need. When a customer learns something
new that will help them, the psychological power of reciprocity helps
build preference and loyalty. When teaching, avoid talking about
your own product or services.

5) Qualify – “Always be closing” was a old saying If you're still using
that approach, stop. Now, the mantra should be... 
“always be qualifying.”



Need: Is there a specific pain point the buyer has that you can
solve?

Timeline: Is there a specific time frame for when the prospect
needs your solution?

Close: If you’ve done the first five steps correctly, closing
will feel more like an agreement than an arm-twisting
manipulation (which doesn’t work anyway). The buyer will
feel comfortable and will know what they need to do next
and have fewer questions and less buyer’s remorse.

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF NUMBER 6 (closing),
 IT'S PERFECTLY FINE TO REPEAT STEPS 1-5 AT ANY POINT

 DURING THE CONSULTATIVE SALES PROCESS.

CONCLUSION
Buyers want to buy, but they don't like being sold to. 

They do, however appreciate being helped by a trusted
advisor. If you ask questions and listen to what the buyer

 is actually telling you as you qualify them, 
a consultative approach will lead to more sales.



Phrases to close a deal
1. "Is there's any reason that if we gave you the product at this price, 

you wouldn't do business with our company?"

(If the prospect answers "no" to this question,
 you have indirectly gotten them to agree to the contract. 

However, If the answer is "yes",
you have the opportunity to address objections 

without bringing the deal to a halt.)

2. "If we could find a way to deal with [objection], 
would you sign the contract on [set period in time]?"

Objections often kill deals but in this case, 
handling the objection is actually a way of closing the sale. 
Of course, this depends on McGee Pro's ability to resolve 

the problem by a given dat but if a fix is possible, 
getting the customer to commit ahead of time 

is a clever way of turning a con into a pro.

3. "It seems like [Service] is a good fit for [company]. 
What do you think?".

This question automatically makes your prospect 
think of all the reasons they're interested in buying. 

Because you end by asking for their opinion, 
it sounds genuine rather than self-serving. 

And once they say something like, 

"Yeah, I think it could really help us with X".
you've got the perfect segue into 

"Great, I'll send over the proposal right now."



4. "Would you like my help?"

This is the closing line is sort of perfect: 
gentle and friendly without being obscure or weak. 

Plus, it enforces the rep's image as an advisor 
rather than a hard-closing salesperson.

5. "If we throw in [freebie],
 would that convince you to sign the contract today?"

Clearly, this closing technique isn't appropriate for every situation 
(it's called "selling," after all, not "giving away".)

But for important or very large deals, 
offering an exclusive or time-sensitive add-on 

to sweeten the pot might be a smart move. 
Price discounts could also make sense in competitive markets. 

However, it's up to managements.

 6. "Taking all of your requirements and desires into consideration, 
I think these two products would work best for you. 

Would you like to go with [X] or [Y]?"

The rationale behind giving two alternatives is that the prospect will be
more inclined to choose one than turn both away 

(a third option that's been discreetly taken off the table). 

you thus increases their chances of hearing a "yes" 
to something rather than a "no" to everything.



7. "I'd hate to see [negative consequence] befall your
company because you didn't have the right team in place. 

Do you want to take the crucial step to protect your
organization today?"

Fear is a powerful motivator. 
This closing tactic is most effective in situations 

where the consequences of not buying 
will actually harm the business,

 instead of simply allowing the status quo to continue.
 

It's best to pair this line with external factors, 
such as new legislation or economic conditions, 

which prospects can't control.

8. "Why don't you give it/us a try?" 
It sounds so simple, doesn't it? 

The disarming and unassuming quality 
of this question is phrasing the decision 

as 
"giving the service/product a chance" 

instead of 
"making a commitment" 

downplays the risk and ramps up the rapport.

9. "If you sign the contract today, 
I can guarantee we can do 

[special request the buyer asked for].
 How does that sound?"



Similar to #2, but with one important caveat.
The closing question in #2 assumes that 

the McGee Pro will resolve a prospect objection 
before they sign the contract. 

This closing technique called a "rebound close", 
promises that the rep will grant a special request after the

prospect provides their John Hancock. 

This critical change in the closing time frame reflects the
difference between a deal-killing objection 

(that other vendors might be able to address) 
and a special favor 

(that other vendors will likely 
be similarly hesitant to grant).

10. "I know you said you need to have a solution in place
by [date]. 

Working backward from that day 
and factoring in implementation and training time, 

it looks like we'd need to have a signed contract by [date]
in order to meet that deadline. 

Can you commit to that signing date?"

If you know the prospect has a firm deadline they need to
stick to, use it to crank up the urgency. 

And since you're using the prospect's deadline 
instead of pulling one out of thin air, 

this type of reminder-slash-closing line actually helps 
the buyer instead of unduly pressuring them.



11. "Will you commit to doing business with us today?"

Ah, the old direct ask, sometimes the simplest closing technique
can be best but other times it can come off as presumptive or

pushy. 

A salesperson has to have a firm command of the situation 
and a high level of familiarity with their buyer to use this closing

line successfully.

12. "Ready to move forward?
 I can send over the contract right now."

Everyone likes the idea of progress. 
If prospects associate the purchase with forward momentum,

they'll be likelier to commit. 
This closing line also reduces the friction of buying,

the contract is already ready, so all they need to do is sign.

13. "You're interested in (X and Y services/products), right? 
If we get started today, you'll be up and running 

by [date]."

McGee Pro can encourage our prospects to make a decision 
by reminding them the sooner they act, 

the sooner they'll have their new system. 

Mentioning specific parts of the service product doesn't hurt,
either buyers will immediately start picturing how much easier

their life will be with the new solution.



14. "What happens next?"

(Whenever your prospect begins stalling or providing 
any other excuse for not acting today,

you simply reply with (these) three words.)

It might seem crazy to put your prospect in the driver's seat 
like this but something's preventing them from buying

and you need to figure it out if you want any shot 
of getting their business.

15. "If we implement by (X date), I estimate you can start
seeing ROI by March, that means we'd need to close by X date. 

Is that enough time for you to make a decision?"

Especially if your prospect needs to prove the value of their
purchase to executives ROI can be a great bargaining chip. 

If you have the ability to estimate that 
they'll start to see a return on investment 

in as little as six months, that might be enough 
to push them over the edge.

Just make sure you never promise ROI in a given time frame. 

You want to set expectations so that 
they know your estimate is never a guarantee. 

Sales closing questions are used to seal the deal. 
Questions require direct answers that help sales reps better

understand how the prospect is feeling about the deal. 
An example of a good sales closing question would be, 

"It seems like [service/product] is a good fit for [company]. 
What do you think?"



16. "Would this be a better fit for your team/budget next
quarter? If so, I'm happy to follow up then."

You've probably been there. 
Your prospect really wants to push the deal through, 
but it's just not the right time and it's starting to eat 

into your time spent on deals further along in the pipeline.

This doesn't mean you should close the book on these prospects. 
But it might be time to ask them honestly 

and kindly whether it might be better to revisit 
this at the beginning of their next budget cycle.

17. "I know (X) is a really big priority for your team 
next quarter, if we're able to close by (X date), 

this solution will really be able to help you meet your goals."

When in doubt, remind them of their goals. 
If you're selling software that automates, 

part of your prospect's widget manufacturing process.
 And you know they're approaching the Holiday season,

their busiest and most productive time of year.
Remind them that if they implement by a certain date, 
they'll have the help they need to close more business

themselves.



For a more assertive approach,
 Try these closing lines and questions:

1. "Unless you have any more questions or concerns, 
I think we're ready to get started."

You're leaving the door open for them to get more information
while making it clear where you stand. 

If you've done your job surfacing and resolving objections
throughout the sales process the buyer will answer 

with something like,

"No, I'm good. I think we're ready too."

2. "Let's discuss pricing."

With this statement, 
you transition the conversation from general, 
abstract topics like ROI and product features 

into the actual agreement. 
It's not a very subtle shift, but it works.

3. "Tell me your thoughts."
(To gauge how ready your prospect is, say this.)

If they're looking for the metaphorical pen to sign
 on the dotted line, they'll usually say so. 

If they're still unsure, you'll hear some hemming and hawing.
This gives you the chance to figure out 

what's holding them back without trying to close too soon.



4. "We can take as long as you'd like but I know
 [you've got another meeting at X time, 

this call is scheduled to wrap up in Y minutes]. 
With that in mind, 

maybe we should move to the actual agreement."

While you don't want to rush your prospect too much, 
reminding them of the ticking clock gives you a good reason 

to bring up pricing. 

Notice this response is framed around their schedule. 
If they want to continue the conversation you're currently having, 

you can offer to arrange another meeting.

5. "When can we begin [implementation, training, etc.]?"

This question will get the prospect thinking about the end result,
 even if they haven't committed to purchasing. 

And their answer will let you know 
if their timeline for a new solution has changed. 

If the prospect is stalling, this is one way to continue 
moving the deal forward by getting the prospect to think ahead.

6. "If I were to send over a contract today, 
would you feel confident signing?"

(Really listen to their answer. If they say, "Yes, but ... ")
you've encountered an objection 

but one you can now question further to understand and solve for. 
This question might also push them to realize 

they don't have any further concerns and are ready to buy.
Regardless, you'll know where you stand with your prospect 

once they've answered this closing question.



8. "Have I done enough to earn your business today?"

It's a simple and humbling question. 
Your prospect will likely try to answer with a paragraph's
response but try holding them to a "yes" or a "no" first. 

The answer might be "No" but it allows you to 
dig deeper to understand what objections still exist.

9. "We've been playing phone tag for a while now. 
Am I right in assuming this isn't a priority 

for your business at the moment?"

Sometimes they're just not that into your offer 
and that's alright, know when it's time to stop reaching out.

But make sure they haven't just had a lot of their plate.

If your prospect is truly not interested, 
this question gives them the opportunity to get out. 

If they've just been a little busy but do see value in your
offer, this may give them the push they need to make your

conversations a priority.



To close a sale with a prospect, 
there are many techniques you can employ,

Here are the few of them:

Traditional Sales Closing Techniques

Traditional sales closing techniques usually employ some
psychological tricks designed to give that final nudge. 

Here are two of the most common:

1. Now or Never Closes

Make an offer that includes a special benefit 
that prompts immediate purchase. 

For example:
“This is the last one at this price.”

"We’ve got a 20% after 60 day trial discount 
just for customers who sign up today.”

 “If you commit to buy now, I can fast track you
 to the front of the implementation queue.”

This technique works because it creates a sense of urgency 
and can help overcome inertia when a prospect wants to buy

 but for some reason isn't pulling the trigger. 
Of course, you should always establish value 

before offering a discount or promotion.



2. Summary Closes
Salespeople who use this closing technique reiterate the items 

the customer is hopefully purchasing (stressing the value and benefits) 
in an effort to get the prospect to sign. 

For example: 
“So we have the Centrifab washing machine 

with brushless motor, the 10-year comprehensive guarantee 
and our free delivery and installation service. 

When would be a good time to deliver?”

By summarizing previously agreed-upon points
 into one impressive package, 

you're helping prospects visualize what they're truly getting out of the deal.

3. Sharp Angle Closes
Prospects often ask for price reductions or ad-ons 

because they know they have the upper hand 
and they also know you expect it.

 (If you have approval from your sales manager to do so,
 try the sharp angle close technique to catch these prospects 

by surprise.)

 When they ask,
 "Could you add on a few extra hours of onboarding

 at a discounted rate?" 
reply,

 "Sure. But if I do that for you, will you sign the contract today?"

It's likely they won't be expecting this response first, 
because you agreed to their request and second, 

because you've proposed closing today.



Modern Sales Closing Techniques

These canned closing techniques probably 
seem a little old-fashioned. 

Perhaps they strike you as a little too "salesy," 
particularly in light of the rise of inbound sales. 

In particular, the idea of closing itself needs to encompass 
any and all incremental agreements you 

secure throughout a sales process,
 not just the moment of final purchase.

In a sales engagement, reps should endeavor to:

(Discover the customer’s need)
(Effectively communicate how specific products or services 

offer an affordable and satisfactory solution to those needs.)

If these two requirements are properly achieved, 
then there should be no barrier to closure. 

The closing question can be asked directly at that point.

Quick reminder:

Be sure to track all of the information you collect
 at this stage in a hubspot.

The data might not seem immediately useful, 
but keeping track of objections from a prospect can help you

organizationally improve and close more deals in the long-run.



4. Question Closes
To achieve these two foundational goals, 

it's imperative that reps ask prospects probing questions. 
Effective salespeople focus on closing a sale 

as soon as a conversation with a prospect begins. 
Through a series of questions, 

they develop desire in the client 
and eliminate every objection to purchase.

One can even close the sale in the form of a question, 
which allows the rep to address outstanding objections 

while gaining a commitment at the same time.

For example: 
“In your opinion, does what I am offering solve your problem?”

The question allows you to discover whether the prospect is sold on
your product while keeping the door open for further selling. 

(If the answer is ‘no’ it remains their opinion (not yet the truth), 
thereby allowing you to continue to sell. 

If the answer is ‘yes,’ then signing on the dotted line is the next
step.)

Here's another question close: 
“Is there any reason why we can't proceed with the shipment?"

This question asks either for closure or more information 
as to why the customer isn’t quite convinced. 

It’s win-win.



5. Assumptive Closes
This closing technique draws on the power of positive thinking. 

If you believe from the first piece of email outreach, 
you will close this deal, it can have an incredible effect 

on the rest of the sales process.

What's important here is to closely monitor your prospect's
interest, engagement, and objections throughout.

 After a call or meeting, ask..
"Did this presentation align with your expectations?"
If you've just provided them with new information a

bout your product or service, ask...

"Does this sound like something that would be valuable to your
company? Does this meet a specific need or pain point?"

By keeping your ear to the ground and assuming good intent
from the start, you'll bring an authority and direction to your

sales process that wouldn't be there otherwise.

6. Take Away Closes
If you have kids, you've likely noticed if you take a toy away from

them, they'll want it more than ever. 
Use this similar psychological practice on your prospects.

If they're balking on price, remove a feature or service 
and present the discounted offer to them. 

It's likely, they'll be thinking about the part you removed 
rather than the discounted price.



7. Soft Closes
(The soft close is a way to show your prospect the benefit of

your product and then ask a low-impact question to ascertain
whether they'd be open to learning more.)

For example:
"If I could reduce widget maintenance by 25% 

and increase widget productivity by 15%, 
would you be interested in learning more?"

You've clearly stated the benefits without making any demands 
or sudden requests.

If the example above still seems too direct, you could ask..

"If I told you I could reduce widget maintenance by 25% 
and increase widget productivity by 15%,

 would that align with your company goals?"

This removes their need to commit to you in the slightest
and gives you more time to learn about their business needs.

Being skilled at closing is arguably one of the most important
techniques a salesperson can master



How to Negotiate with Clients 
on Pricing and Discount Requests

During the Connect Call

1.“You’re asking the right person. But before we discuss
discounting, let’s figure out what you’re looking for in an
offering. That will allow me to give you a far more accurate
estimate."

If the price of your product or service largely depends on the 
 individual prospect’s needs, goals, and situation. It’s too early to
discuss discounts. Without knowing the final value of the deal, you  
can’t determine a rate that will both satisfy them and keep McGee
Pro in  business.

Hello [Prospect name],
I appreciate your question. Before we talk about discounting,
I'd  love to find out a little more about the pain points and priorities 
of  [Company]... to ensure I can make the best recommendation on
how we can help. I think we should set up a 30-minute call this week. 
Would you like  to book a time on my calendar that's convenient for
you? [Insert calendar link here]

Best,[                            ]

Brushing  off the prospect’s question will make you seem more
interested in your  agenda than their own. Instead, acknowledge
them and explain why it’s  mutually beneficial to table this
discussion until later.



2. “Good question. Do you see price being a major obstacle to this
purchase?"

There are some objections that can't be overcome. 
If your prospect’s request comes right after they've asked for pricing
information or your prices are available online. It’s possible they don't have
the budget to purchase your product at full price. They're trying to learn
whether you’ll consider a discount. Say no, and they’ll likely walk away. 

Alternatively, they might be capable of paying the normal rate but
interested in getting a discount if they can. This question helps you figure
out the buyer’s motivations. If they respond that price won’t be an issue,
use response number one. 
If they say it is, delve deeper into their financial situation. 
You might need  to disqualify them if your product is too far out of his
reach.

During the Sales Presentation or Product Demonstration

3. “We can definitely have a conversation about specific numbers, but let’s
make sure we’re on the same page about this solution being a good fit for
your needs."

At this stage of the sales conversation, a discount request usually indicates
the prospect’s desire to buy. Since they agreed to a demo or  presentation,
they’re clearly interested in the product, now they’re thinking about the
details of the purchase. However, don’t promise them a discount just yet.
Automatically granting their request will make you seem overly eager to
close, which  will work against you during the actual negotiation. It may also
lead  your prospect to wonder if they’ve misjudged your product’s value.
Use this response to delay the conversation. You’re not saying a discount is
off the table but you’re reminding the prospect it’s not relevant until you’re
both certain there’s mutual fit.



Negotiation

4. “Why?"

Speaker and writer Jurgen Appelo recommends using this simple and
effective response when you’re negotiating with buyers who are haggling
for the sake of it.

“My problem with this attitude is that such clients assume that I am
intentionally overpaid and that with some negotiation, It should be possible
to talk the fee down to the ‘proper’ price," he explains.

In Appelo’s experience, prospects will often say they were “just
wondering" and will go on to pay the entire price.

Hello [Prospect name],
I appreciate you asking about discounted pricing. Can I ask why  you're
seeking a discount? I'd love to learn a little more about your budget and
understand if I can explain the value of our solution  further. I'd be happy to
jump on a quick call today or tomorrow. Feel free to book some time on my
calendar here: [Insert calendar link]
Regards,
[Your name]“

"Notice that I don't say ‘no’ to people who ask me for a discount," he adds.
“It's quite possible that they have a very good reason! It all comes  down to
customizing the value exchange."

For example, the buyer might be dealing with a seasonal budget or
experiencing a short-term cash deficit. Consider discounting in these 
 cases but make sure you ask for something in return.



5. “I can offer you a discount if we [extend the contract, adjust
the terms of payment, go with X package or tier, register Y
seats]."

Compromise is essential to most negotiations. By offering a quid pro
quo discount, both you and the buyer will come out ahead. It’s a good
idea to walk into the discussion with several  non-monetary requests,
which will help you open up the negotiating possibilities beyond price.

6. “What would be a reasonable discount?"

MTD Sales Training managing director Sean McPheat suggests using the
prospect’s response to turn the question around. 
If your product is $10,000 and the buyer says she’d like a 15% discount,
ask... “Are you saying you think $10,000 is too expensive for [product] or
you don’t want to spend more than $8,500?"

This reveals whether they’re not sold on the true value of your  product
or simply can’t afford it. If it’s the latter, offer them a reduced or less
comprehensive option. You might say,

“Previously, you chose [more expensive option] because [it would help you
accomplish X in less time, provide maximum cost-benefit savings, ensure
you had enough coverage, etc.] But we do offer [less expensive option] for
$7,600 if you don’t want to spend more." 

According to McPheat, this offer lets you maintain your margins while
maintaining value. If your prospect says they want the more expensive
product at the lower price, on the other hand, return to the value
conversation.



Responding to a discount request sample letter:

Hello [Prospect name],
Your current product requires repairs and maintenance work 
 approximately 10 times per year, which accounts for $3,300 in service
and labor fees. You also paid $670 for new parts. Our data shows these
machines tend to break down twice as often after their third year in use,
so next year you should expect to spend at  least $7,000 for the same
costs. In addition, your productivity is seriously impacted each time it’s 
 not in use costing you roughly $2,000 this year and an estimated $4,000
next year. Our product will save you upwards of $11,000 in just  one
year. Does that justify the price I quoted you?
Thanks, 
Mike.

Once the buyer remembers your product will save them money in the
long run, they’ll probably back off or soften their request.

7. "What would need to happen to make our offering worth the
price I quoted you?"

When a prospect pushes back on price, it's possible they don't have the
budget for your product/service. It's also possible you simply  haven't
done a good enough job of selling it. By asking "What would need to
happen to make our offering more valuable to you?" You can uncover gaps
in the case you've made and identify objections that might still exist. It
allows you to add or argue value for your offering and if you meet the
needs outlined by your prospect to earn full price.



8. "Would a month-to-month plan be enough to get you to
close today?"

You may not be able to offer this. But month-to-month plans
can be a great way to get prospects to close without
discounting your product/service. Month-to-month plans are
usually easier for prospects to get approved than annual
contracts. If you believe this prospect is a great fit for your
solution, a month-to-month contract shouldn't scare you.
Instead, you get the chance to prove your value to your
prospect-turned-customer and earn the annual contract or the
cross-sell or upsell in the future.

9. "What if we connect next quarter? Do you think you'd have
more budget open up then?"

Sometimes your solution is just not in the cards for a
prospect's  budget. Hopefully, you've discovered this early in
the buyer's journey, before you've devoted too much time to
trying to close them now. Make sure you've exhausted all
opportunities to work with a prospect who's really enthusiastic
about your offer. But, if the budget just isn't there, you can
gently ask this question to lead both parties into the best
option at the moment. With these responses up your sleeve,
you won’t dread hearing the word “discount" from your
prospects.



Email Subject Lines

Initial cold email subject line
The first email sent to leads is the  most important. You need to
compose the email sales subject line the way they open it from the
first email. Here are some cold email subject lines for sales in action.

1. 7 tips to (lead’s_goal) in 2020 
This subject line works because of three reasons: it is short, and it
appeals to the lead’s goals. Extra tip: when using numbers in the
subject line, choose the ones rounded upwards. 7, 36, 88 work
better than 4, 43, 92.

2. We’ve met at (conference_name)
Add a personal touch to the subject line. This example shows that
you’ve already met at some event, meaning  you’re most likely
writing with a legit offer you might’ve previously  discussed.

3. A proven solution for (leads_pain_point)
Using a variable like the one above and an emotional trigger word of
trust “proven”, you can boost open rates and provoke a response.

4. Disappointed with {{leads_pain_point}}? 
C-c-c-combo! Emotional trigger word “disappointed”, the custom
variable of the leads’ pain point, and a question. Works great for any
niche! 

5. 9 myths about (leads_interest) dispelled 
Myths are interesting, and people  love to see myths dispelled. 
This makes them feel ahead of the curve, more knowledgeable than
others in their niche. Adding a number just fuels this fire more.



6. An improved tool for (leads_company_name) 
Personalization always helps. And combined with a power word of
trust “improved”, it works even better. It’s also a short subject line
example, it’s only 5 words long.

7. 3 steps to achieve (leads_goal) 
A personal approach (appealing to the lead’s aspirations) combined
with a number is a great option for any campaign.

Follow-up subject line examples
Leads are busy, they may just skip your initial email. Don’t be afraid
to write follow-ups!

8. (leads_name), are you open to a 15-min call this week? A
call offer with a determined time  frame (this week) and a
determined length (15 minutes), supported by the  most basic
personalization is an easy quick option. Don’t try to smooth it out,
it’s really easy to go into unedited template territory, so  add some
extra details to make the sentence structure more natural. 

9. A terrific tool to help you with (leads_pain_point)
Personalization variable with a will arouse interest and push leads
to opening a sales email from you. 

10. (leads_pain_point)? 4 tools for a successful campaign
 If you want to try nurturing  approach in a follow-up, use a
question, leads’ pain point, and a power word appealing to vanity.
Just add a number to make the subject line even more powerful.



11. A fully refundable tool for {{leads_name}} 
A fully refundable tool. 
This is a great word combination for leads whose main
objection is financial. It reassures and puts the power into the
lead’s hands, leading to an easier conversion. 

12. Your next steps are as follows 
Such subject line for a sales follow-up email takes charge: it
guides the lead, shows that are you are ready to resolve any
questions before they even arise, and most  importantly, it
makes it seem like you’ve done all the work and the 
 implementation will be easy.

13. Answers to your questions
 If you’ve promised the lead to  answer any questions, remind
them with a corresponding subject line.  This one is a cool
example of how you can attract attention to your  email just by
reminding of a previous connection.

14. 3 secret {{tools_relevant_to_leads_strategy}} 
to boost sales 
Everything is perfect in this email subject line: it is crystal-clear,
to-the-point, appeals to lead’s  goals, and arouses curiosity
through the power word “secret”.



No response subject lines

Hope you’re not going to sit with  your arms folded after sending one
email, waiting for a late reply that will never come. Always follow-up!
Especially if you’ve received no reply. These email subject lines for sales
will help you push for a  response.

15. Have you changed your mind about (your_company_name)?
A subject line-question will call  for a response and your company name
will remind them of your previous  email. Such subject line will either
provoke them to open and reply to  you or open and unsubscribe. Either
way, you will know your next step  with this lead.

16. A special life-time deal for (leads_name)
Start building trusting relationships with a “life-time” power word.
Everybody loves the bargain that is LTDs, and offering one  to your lead is
your best bet to provoke an action from a passive  prospect. If you can
create a custom LTD for your lead’s business, do it  – such approach is
especially popular when dealing with the whales.

17. Would you like to try {{your_company_name}} for free?
Free always sells. You may be offering your usual free trial, but this subject
line will position your offer as an exclusive opportunity that doesn’t come
along that often.

18. 9 facts about what {{your_company_name}} can do for you 
Tell your leads more about what your company is capable of. The word
“facts” will evoke trust, and the email with this subject line will position you
as a great choice and separate you from competitors.



19. Did you know this about (leads_interest)? 
Such question arouses curiosity and sparks the desire to open your
email. And if you address the leads pain point(s) in it, they will have an
even bigger desire to find out how you can help them.

Asking for a meeting or a call
Scheduling a call is a great way to tell leads more about your product
and prepare a special demo to demonstrate your service. There are two
emails you’ll need to send in this case, a call/meeting invitation and the
confirmation.

20. (leads_name), will we meet this week? 
If you want to make an appointment  or schedule a call, always address
people by their names. Doing so via a  question you’ll have a higher
chance to get a reply.

21. Meeting invitation for (leads_name) 
If you prefer statements, you can use it too. Just don’t forget to
personalize.

22. (leads_comany_name) & (your_company_name) promised call
reminder 
Once the call is scheduled, send a reminder. Put the lead’s company or
name first and use emotional trigger words (“promised”) to increase
opens when necessary.

23. A scheduled call for (leads_name)
This one is an alternative to the  previous subejct line if there’s a high
chance the email will be opened on a mobile, just because it’s shorter
and is guaranteed to be displayed  in full.



24. (your_company_name) + (leads_name) = a safe road to success 
This email subject line works for B2B sales because it is personalized,
short, and motivational: use it to get the recipients to open the email and
evaluate the possibility of developing a business relationship with your
company. 

25. (your_company_name) knows 3 secrets to
(leads_company_name)’s growth 
This email subject line suits small businesses and startups. With a bit of a
“secret”, you arouse curiosity and spark desire to open an email to see
how you can impress the recipient.

26. Your (leads_niche) service needs this 
The template itself drives a desire  to see what’s inside. And as usual, the
use of the leads’ niche show’s that you know who you’re talking to. Plus,
it’s perfectly short. Use it if you are a startup, a small business, or a SaaS. 

27. Every (leads_job_position) needs this tool 
This template works wonders for SaaS marketing. Short, intriguing,
personalized. 

28. Need to grow sales at (leads_company_name)? 
Use this sales email subject line to intrigue the recipients and let them
answer your very first question with a “Yes!” After all, who doesn’t want to
grow their sales? 

29. (leads_company_name) can sell even more with
(your_company_name)
Ad agencies, small-size businesses, startups, and SaaS will easily
establish trusted relationships by means of such a personalized
template with a bit of involvement.



Personalized subject lines
Personalization is not just about the leads’ names. You can use literally any
data you have on your leads:  the company name, size, lead’s pain points,
goals, industry, etc. Here  are some personalized B2B sales email subject
line examples. 

30. (leads_company_name) can benefit from a collaboration with
(your_company)
A promise of a benefit should be just enough to make the lead open your
email. 

31. You can reach (leads_goal) in 3 steps
32. How to overcome (leads_pain_point) 
How to  is an everlasting win-win option. With this template, you show your  
interest in the lead’s success and create a need for more info. And all  this
in under half a dozen words! 

33. 8 proven tips to become the best in (leads_niche) as a
(company_type) company 
The power combination “become the best” is just the extra support you
need in a subject line that will also show you’ve researched the lead’s niche
and know their difficulties as a company belonging to a specific type (for
example, a SaaS or a  startup). 

34. An important thing you need to know as a (leads_position) 
If you know the lead has just  started on this job position, you can use it to
play on their inexperience or desire to improve. This data will be available
to you if  you find leads on LinkedIn.



35. Are you a (leads_position)? Don’t miss this tool. 
Of course, you know who the lead is. What you are doing is trying to play
on their FOMO.

36. Shall we meet at (conference_name)? 
You may be looking to meet with your lead in real life, 
and of course conferences is the perfect opportunity for this.  Such
subject lines show a great open and reply rate as most companies are
interested in building new connections at such events. Don’t miss your
chance!

Experimental subject lines
B2B sales email subject lines are usually reserved, serious, and truly
professional. Anyway, your recipients are not machines they are humans
who love humor and a human-like approach. So why not add a bit of fun
and emojis to your sales subject lines? 

37. (testimonials_case_story) were just like you. Then we improved
their sales by 35%.
You can use this subject line for an email presenting a case study
relevant to the lead’s niche. Giving exact numbers will also make the lead
thoroughly read your email if not sign up for a demo right away.

38. Glad you’re back after a nice vacation
Now let’s improve your {{KPI}}
We’ve all been in a position of trying to open communication only to
receive a PTO auto-reply. Why not use it! Welcome the lead back after
their time off with some good news on how you can help them.
Remember, their inbox will be overfilled, so try using an emoji (if
appropriate) to stand out.

39. A special for (leads_company_name)
As mentioned before, emojis can give your email open rate a boost when
used right. Companies like AppSumo are known for their fantastic pun-ny
subject lines with emojis, so this might just be something your own
emails have been missing.



40. Forget everything you know about (leads_pain_point)
Wait what? Forget everything I dedicate my work to solving? I’ve got to
know what’s up. Intriguing  email subject lines can come off a little
clickbaity, but if you can support them with some really great content
in the email itself, go for it!

41. Hello, (your_leads_name), my old friend, I’ve come to talk
with you again… 
I think I’m not the only one who sings these words every Monday 
 instead of simply reading them. If your lead’s company name is a 
 two-syllable word, I wouldn’t miss the opportunity to try this one out.

42. Stop paying us! 
I love provocative email subject lines. In moderation, these can help
break the ice and finally get an open or reply from those few silent
leads.

43. Your business can prosper without your sales team 
And how are we going to sell without our sales team? you may think.
Open the email and find out. 

Subject lines based on B2B personality typesEvery person is unique,
that’s true. But we all share certain personality traits that allow us to
create a  few distinct groups and communicate with leads more
efficiently. That’s exactly why every business creates buyer personas. 



Stay professional at all times
Give complete answers, no half-way answers will satisfy their needs. 
Get to-the-point. 
Assertives are not good listeners and won’t read long texts.
Not just tell them about your offer, demonstrate how Assertives will
benefit.
Provide numbers. If you promise growth, state how big based on
existing customers.
Set emotions away: you have higher chances to impress Assertives
with ROI improvement from a testimonial than with an inspirational
story.

There are four main B2B personality types based on which you can
create the best subject lines for sales to grab the lead’s attention:

Type 1. Assertive
Self-confident and goal-oriented, they look for data, analytics, and
straight answers. Their #1 goal is exact results. When they have
information, they are fast decision-makers. Assertives do not ask
questions, they prefer declaratives.

How to sell to Assertives:

Sales subject line examples for Assertives:
44. Want to improve {{company_name}}’s MRR by 50% in a month?
45. Save 8 hours a week with an all-in-one automation tool
46. By 2020, you will save $1,458. 
47. Your savings can grow by 75% in just 6 months.



Address emotional rather than rational: Amiables will gladly
listen to why some of your current customers came to you
and what they appreciate about your product.
As they are slow decision-makers, you can lead them
through the sales funnel from A to Z, so you’ll have a higher
chance to gain them as brand fans.
Get ready to build not just professional relationships with
Amiables but personal, too. This makes them feel safe and
they can become more flexible in their decisions.
They are not fire-eaters so give them guarantees that they
are safe with your company. 

Type 2. Amiable
This type of lead is calm and reserved, appreciates
interpersonal relationships, loves informal conversations and
works on winning the respect of others. Prone to listening to
every team member’s opinion, they are slow decision-makers. 

How to sell to Amiables:

Sales subject line examples for Amiables:
48. You are not the only one who wants to succeed 
49. Disappointed with (leads_problem)?
(testimonials_name) had the same problem
50. Can I help you with (leads_problem)? 
51. I can share the secret of our success to help
(company_name) grow



Do not concentrate on numbers and data: appeal to
emotions rather than the rational.
Present case studies and describe the way your product or
service has helped others. Expressives are more likely to
react positively to such content. 
Emphasize that you appreciate long-term business
relationships and are searching for them only.
To reach success with Expressives and gain their buyer’s
attention, you need to constantly ask summarising
questions, for example: “So you need a scheduling feature
to send emails automatically?”

Type 3. Expressive
This type of lead is close to Amiable: they value friendship and
want to stay personally connected even with partners. They are
convinced in their truth and will do everything to persuade
others. 

How to sell to Expressives:

Sales subject line examples for Expressives:
52. A buyer persona image will make your business thrive
53. Stay ahead of your competitors with an automation
tool
54. We know how you can connect with your leads
55. (your_company_name) knows how you can benefit from
automation



Prepare for a long sales process. Analytics will first research
your service thoroughly and will ask you thousands of
questions before coming to a decision.
Go into details as much as possible as they appreciate data. If
you state that you have helped dozens of businesses, provide
the exact number of companies you’ve helped and other
relevant details: e.g. We’ve helped 10 companies grow their
MRR by up to 25% in just under 6 months.
Do not rush them: this won’t just annoy them, but can
change their minds completely and make them refuse your
services half-way through the negotiations.

Type 4. Analytic
Just as Amiables, they are slow  decision-makers but unlike
Amiables they love exact numbers and  analysis. They will
research you in full before replying to your email so get ready for
a bunch of tricky questions they will want to get  answers to. 

How to sell to Analytics:

Sales subject line examples for Analytics:
56. Buyer persona development is the top pain point for
47% of businesses.
57. Double your lead base starting at $29 .
58. 1,000% reply rate growth: check out (case_study) to
learn how you can improve your KPIs.
59. With this tool, you will sell twice as much at half the
cost.



Do the slides I shared earlier this week align with your
expectations?
Any concerns from the team you feel aren't addressed in
our presentation?

Sorry I missed your email

Hi [Prospect],
I gave you a call a few minutes ago but seem to have missed

you. I wanted to follow up with a quick email
 (because no one really likes listening to voicemails, do they?)

I have a few questions before our pitch 
to the team on Thursday:

Looking forward to incorporating 
your feedback before the pitch.

Kind regards, 
[                     ]



Letters to reconnect 
with a client

Hi [Client], 
I hope you're doing well! I recently saw
 [LinkedIn post, announcement, etc.] 

about [topic, product launch, etc.], 
and I wanted to see if you would be interested 

in hopping on a call and talk about your [topic, product]
strategy for the year.

We've launched a few new tools that might be helpful in your
approach and I'd love to tell you more about them. What's the

best time for you this week? 
All the best,

[                         ]
Has it been some time since you last spoke with a client? If

you're looking to reconnect, use this email.



APPOINTMENT 
CONFIRMATION EMAIL

Hi [Contact],
I’m looking forward to meeting you at. 

As I mentioned during our phone call on [date], I’ll be
sharing information about [product/solution], which

relates to your [goal, problem, or need].
Feel free to email or call if you have any questions or

further needs before we meet on [date and time].
Looking forward to meeting with you.

Best regards,
[                           ]



Last-ditch effort follow-up email
(The Break Up)

In the rare opportunities, I have to work on client acquisition, 
I have not had much success reconnecting with you. 

It might just be that you don't have any interest in talking with me, 
and that's okay. I just need to know whether or not to keep trying.

So, to make this nice and easy for you, you can reply with a simple  keystroke.
Just reply with either A, B, C, D, or E and I'll know what to do, 

but please do reply so that I can stop emailing you if you're not  interested. 
A. Stop emailing me with attempts to connect but continue to send invites for

events. 
B. Don't send me anything, remove me from your list. We don't currently and

won't ever need your help. 
C. I want to talk, we need some help, but the timing isn't right. Keep trying. 

D. I would like to schedule a time to talk. We need some help. 
Please send your calendar link. 

E. I forgot who you are. What's this about? Thank you.

If you've sent six emails or more to no response, consider deploying a
"breakup email." 

This type of message makes it clear you won't be contacting the buyer any
more unless they respond To your email, that is.

Breakup emails help separate prospects who want to engage but simply 
 haven't had the time from those who have no interest in a given product  or

service. 
Either way, you will learn how to proceed, 

which is  more than half the battle.



THE BREAKUP EMAIL 2

[Prospect],
We are in the process of closing files for the month.
Typically when I haven't heard back from someone it
either means they're really busy or aren't interested. 

If you aren't interested, 
do I have permission to close your file?

If you're still interested, 
what do you recommend as a next step?

Thanks for your help.

This message puts the ball squarely back in the prospect's
court in the case that they would like to proceed. 

By asking the buyer to suggest the next step, 
you can gauge the prospect's level of commitment 

and pick up the process at the right stage.



CONTACT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

"If I have had absolutely no response don't give
up, reach out on social media and try by phone 

or email in about two weeks."

Many times people who don't respond to their
email will respond on LinkedIn. 

More times than not.



MCGEE PRO VOICEMAIL 1

Hi [Prospect], 
this is [                    ] calling.

 I am calling to find out which of the Six Ways you are using to
increase your sales [details of content sent during first follow up]. 

If you haven't tried one yet, I'd like to help you get started. 

Do you have time for a 30 minute call on [weekday] at [time] 
or [weekday] at [time]? 

Give me a quick call back to schedule at [phone number] 
or send me an email at [email address]. 

Have a great day selling!
[                      ]

Don't just stop with one follow-up email. 
Follow up on your follow-ups! 

Persistence is a virtue in sales, and it can pay off.
"Basically don't give up unless the person tells you to stop calling."

It's important to add value in each follow-up attempt.

 "There is a fine line between being a pest and being persistent.
Being persistent without adding value is worthless."



FOLLOW-UP EMAIL TO 
FIRST CONVERSATION

Hi [Prospect],
I really enjoyed our phone conversation [or meeting] earlier
today and especially liked learning about your unique role 

at [company]. 

I understand the challenges you are facing with
 [challenges discussed] and the impact they are having on

[insert personal impact].

As promised, I have attached [or linked to] the resources and 
 materials that can help you better understand how we can help

you solve [insert compelling reason to buy].

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Otherwise, 

I look forward to talking with you again on [date and time].
[Salesperson] 
At McGee Pro



MCGEE PRO FOLLOW-UP EMAIL 1

Hi [Prospect],
Sorry I missed you on the phone today. 

I was calling because [explain your purpose].
My voicemail said I will try you again on [date and time] 
and you can always reach me before at [phone number].

Cheers,[                     ] At McGee Pro.

"Clients aren't always at their desks to get calls, 
but can answer a quick email from their mobile devices".

The email is short, directive, and requires only a quick answer.
 It's easy to read and respond to.



MCGEE PRO FOLLOW UP EMAIL 2

Hi [Prospect], 
this is [                        ].

 I am sorry we haven't been able  to connect. 
When we met, you were very interested in increasing your

productivity and sales [objective]. 

I know how busy things can get with work and family. 
I want you to know that I don't mind scheduling a call before or 

 after work hours if that would make it easier. 
Just let me know what  works for you. I don't want to be a pest,

but I do want to make sure we have an opportunity to talk if you
still want to fast track your sales growth [objective].



Second, Third, Fourth attempt 
Follow-up emails

Hi [Prospect],
I know you are busy helping your team increase sales 

[replace with  job function]. 
I want to be sure you know you can share t

hat article with your team. 
Here's the link again.

 In 30 minutes I can give you some ideas on how to most
efficiently increase your sales.

Do you have time for a call on
 [weekday] at [time] or [weekday] at  [time]? 

[Might also include a brief client story of a 
client who increased sale using one of the six methods.]

Let me know which of these times is convenient for you 
or send me a few that work for you. 

I look forward to talking with you.
[                            ]



MCGEE PRO FOLLOW-UP EMAIL
AFTER A TRADE SHOW

Dear [Prospect],
What an exciting show. 

I hope you made great connections and learned some things you
can use in your business immediately.

I am sure that increasing Productivity effectively [objective] is on
the top of your list. As we promised, 

here is "Six Ways to Increase Your Productivity [piece of content]. 

If you would like more in-depth information on any of the ways
[details of content], 

I'd be delighted to have a 30-minute conversation with you 
to dive into that.

I'm here to be a resource to you, so don't hesitate to call.
Best regards,
[                      ]
At McGee Pro

'Light' version of a follow-up email after a networking event.
However, the follow-up approach should vary depending on the

prospect's interest level and the context of the meeting. 
In  addition, research prospects to personalize their

communications as much as possible.



5 questions to be helpful 
as a focal points for getting

conversations rolling throughout 
introductory calls

AWARENESS: Who first decided to explore the idea of this
solution within your company?

BUDGET: Do you currently have a budget allocated for this
solution, or will you have to make the case for one?

AUTHORITY: Is there anyone else in your company you’d like
or need to include in these discussions?

NEED: One of the most common issues we keep hearing
about is __________. Is this an issue for you?

TIMELINE: What is your timeline for making a decision on this
solution? Are you looking to do this now, next quarter, or

further down the line?



SALES TOOLS:
https://name2email.com/

https://www.datanyze.com/insider

https://quickemailverification.com/

https://www.easyleadz.com/

https://gorgias.io/chrome-extension

https://timee.io/

https://zoom.us/

https://signrequest.com/

https://www.beautiful.ai/

https://www.grammarly.com/



@themcgeepro

@mcgeepro_property

@mcgee_pro

@mcgeepro

www.mcgeepro.com

mcgee pro

https://www.facebook.com/themcgeepro
https://www.instagram.com/mcgeepro_property/
https://mobile.twitter.com/mcgee_pro?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mcgeepro/
https://youtu.be/hGe8EPyTWZM
https://youtu.be/hGe8EPyTWZM
https://www.facebook.com/themcgeepro
https://www.instagram.com/mcgeepro_property/
https://mobile.twitter.com/mcgee_pro?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mcgeepro/
https://youtu.be/hGe8EPyTWZM
https://youtu.be/hGe8EPyTWZM

